
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
VP, acquisition. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look
at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for VP, acquisition

Partner with Innovation and Capabilities team to identify opportunities to
reach new consumer segments and improve funnel conversion across
channels
Effectively partner with internal key stakeholders across the organization to
drive marketing improvements and deliver business results
General mental and physical requirements of an indoor office environment
are expected
Create and execute a global talent acquisition strategy to include executive
hiring, high-volume and high-quality sourcing and recruiting processes,
establishing best practices, hiring processes and policies, and the oversight of
projects designed to maximize return on staffing investment
Develop, manage and inspire a global, highly performing team of staffing
professionals with direct line leadership of the Americas staffing team and
dotted line leadership of the EMEA and APCJ staffing teams
Develop and execute best-in-class practices for end-to-end candidate
experience inclusive of sourcing, screening, interviewing, communication,
selection and onboarding
Trusted advisor to Executive Management team on all things Talent
Attraction, Talent Evaluation, and Talent Placement
Inspire and lead a global team of phenomenal recruiters who set the bar for
GREAT talent for the region
Defines and Executes on a comprehensive recruiting strategy with
predictability that delivers quality talent efficiently, while leverage global
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Has a seat at the table with executive team to influence workforce planning
and organizational development

Qualifications for VP, acquisition

Minimum 8 years of marketing experience, preferably in segment marketing
in financial institutions
Superior financial modelling skills acquired though hands on transaction
experience, in DCF, LBO and Accretion/Dilution analysis
Drive and entrepreneurial spirit
An undergraduate degree in engineering is highly preferred
The New Deals Acquisition Group Lead will lead the new deals for Risk
organization while working together with business development, marketing
and finance teams
He/she will be giving loss forecasts and design new strategies for the newly
acquired partners


